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Brian Kapp, Dean

As I sit here contemplating with a cup of coffee, mother nature is fighting with herself. The bit of
snow from last night is slowly melting off the trees in the yard, while buds seek the sun's warmth and
glow through the cloudy sky. I can relate to the buds. The environment doesn't make it easy for them
to grow. It's a wonder that buds grow into anything at all. 

Working in a church has seemed that way for much of my career - wanting to help create wonderful
things within a community while a sudden storm mucks it up just as the growth takes hold. So, you
start over, having learned something. This work is hard, and often doesn't give back as much as you
put in. I'm so proud of the work put in these last 15 years and the accomplishments from it all, but
even looking at all the positive within the big picture, there has also been tremendous loss. I find
myself asking, "Is it all worth it?" For me, the answer is murky. There are parts of the work that I
absolutely adore, and those I absolutely loathe. But more and more, finding work/life balance gets
easier, and I keep learning that there's joy in the journey - stretching to learn repertoire and getting
increasingly creative in how to make something work within a volunteer group. That's where joy is
found... in those moments of challenge and how we handle it. 

Brian
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 A NOTE FROM BRIAN



Dave Rollin 
The term “Grand Rounds” is used in the medical field to refer to an educational session of physicians and residents reviewing particular cases as
a way to share knowledge. Herewith is “Grand Rounds” applied to pipe organs.

Patient A: (diagnosis conducted over the phone with the organist)
Symptom: organ will not sound.
Patient description: organ is electric action with two consoles, at First United Methodist, Duluth. Examination: do the console lights come on
when the organ is turned on? Yes. This confirms power to both consoles. Neither console can get the organ to sound. For the organ to sound, it
requires both power to the console and power to the blower. One or more electric circuits feed the low voltage power supply for the key and
stop actions. Blowers are usually turned on by a relay/motor starter, triggered by the switch on the console controlling the power to the blower,
which may be on a separate circuit. Are all circuit breakers in the “on” position, and not tripped? Yes. The organist knows where the breakers are
and can confirm. Proceed to examine the blower. Blower is not running, even though blower switch on console is on. Trace the electric conduit
supplying the blower motor. It runs from the blower to a cutoff switch on the wall within view of the blower. This cutoff is often required by
code. Cutoff switch has been turned off. There appears no reason it can’t be turned back on (no visible damage or obstruction to blower, no
flooding or other condition suggesting why it is off.) Turn cutoff switch on. Blower starts. Check out organ. It all works normally. Patient cured.

Patient B: Symptom: one reed pipe in the Swell is suddenly not sounding its proper pitch, and sounds louder and with a brighter tone color.
Examination: (in person) with organist playing the note, pipe is located. Visual examination reveals no obvious difference from adjacent pipes of
the same rank; no significant difference to voicing slot and scroll on the side of the resonator, and tuning wire looks to be in a similar position
compared to the other pipes. Pipe is removed from rack, and boot is pulled off the bottom. Visual inspection of resonator and shallot reveals no
obstruction or evidence that the tongue has shifted out of normal position. Sometimes the wedge that holds the tongue against the shallot gets
loose and allows the tongue to move, resulting in voicing or tuning changes. A closer look shows residue of glue at the bottom of the tongue. A
quick look at an adjacent pipe reveals that pipes in this range have small lead weights, called loads, glued to the tongue. This is a voicing
technique sometimes used to give a particular tone color, usually in the bass end of reeds. The load has fallen off the pipe in question. Load is
not in the boot; it has fallen into the hole in the chest and is sitting on top of the valve disc. (On another similar occasion the load jammed
between the valve disc and the underside of the toeboard, causing a cypher.) Load is retrieved and glued back on to the tongue. Pipe is
reassembled and tuned. Voicing is checked. Pipe has returned to health.

Patient C: Symptom: One pipe of the Pedal Subbass 16’ is not sounding. A muffled noise of escaping air is heard instead when the pipe is played.
Examination: Pipe is positively located by feeling for the air coming out of the windway at the mouth. Inspection reveals no leakage from the
foot of the pipe while playing, so that is ruled out as a cause. Wind can be heard and felt coming out of the mouth when played, so a problem
with the chest or valve is also ruled out. Pipe is removed and examined for splits. Sometimes wood pipes can split along a seam, which ruins the
speech or renders it mute. No splits observed. Stopper is found to have fallen inside the pipe and lodged halfway down. A long flexible stick is
procured and fed in through the mouth to push the stopper up to the top of the pipe. The leather gasket on the stopper looks intact, but a check
of the fit of the stopper in the pipe indicates it has gotten loose. Additional paper shimming is inserted between the leather gasket and the wood
of the stopper to make it tighter. Stopper is reinserted in the pipe. Pipe is placed back in position and tuned. Tone is compared to adjacent notes
and deemed good.
Procedure successful.

 
About the author: David Rollin has worked with Jaeckel, Inc. organ builders since 1984, 

designing, building, maintaining and tuning pipe organs.

RANK AND FILE: ORGAN ESSENTIALS

 

After having to cancel last summer’s  season,  Organs in Revue  will
be back this summer with a reduced schedule.  Although plans are
still in the works, recitals will begin mid to late June and wrap up at
the end of July.  Larger venues will be utilized, and NO lunches will
be served following each half-hour recital.  We have tentative
approval from churches in Chisholm, Iron, and Hibbing, as well as
Hibbing High School. 

We apologize for lack of information but wanted to simply make an
announcement before Windworks rests for the summer.   We’ll be
putting information out on Facebook and in Iron Range
newspapers as it becomes available. 

Arrowhead AGO members Vicki Gornick and Nadine Berg will
soon be able to provide information as well. Have a wonderful
summer!

Karen Sande once again did a wonderful job hosting the
2nd Coffee & Conversation held Saturday, April 17th. 
 There was a nice turnout of folks participating.  "It really
is a nice way to connect with other organists", said one
AGO member.  

The next Coffee & Conversatios is yet to be determined.  
 Keep your eye out for more information about the next
Coffee & Conversation in our email updates.

COFFEE & CONVERSATION

ORGANS IN REVUE CONGRATULATIONS TO
 SAM GRAY

We are excited for Sam as he leaves MN for grad school
in Colorado!  Congratulations, Sam!  

Thank  you for all you have done to help the Arrowhead
Chapter of the AGO!.  We will miss you and wish you all
the best!



 

Hook & Hastings, Opus 1165
Boston 1883, Austin, Texas, Fort William, Ontario

Holy Ghost/Spirit Catholic Church, Two Harbors, MN 1931
 

Sam Black
When Kathy and I moved to Two Harbors, MN, in the summer of 1995, there were two pipe organs in town: an Estey (II/16) at
Bethlehem Lutheran, and a Hook & Hastings (II/14) at Holy Spirit Catholic. As I explored and played both of them, I found them
radically different, but that’s a story for another monthly newsletter, perhaps.

The Hook & Hastings was clearly identified as coming from the famous Boston factory in 1883. But why Two Harbors? In church
archives and centennial publications, I learned some local history about my new choice of home.  During the 1880s, railroad tracks
connected the new docks in Agate Bay (in the center of Two Harbors) with Tower, Ely, and Duluth. That made it possible for a
Catholic priest to make rounds north of Duluth. After sharing Mass together for a couple of years, The Church of the Holy Ghost was
dedicated in August, 1890. The parish grew along with Two Harbors and mining, so in 1919 the Duluth bishop directed the new priest
at Holy Ghost to build a new, larger church.A large, stone church was begun, about three blocks east of the previous site. The former
church, still the property of Holy Ghost, became the Palm Theatre. Meanwhile, Mass was first celebrated in the new church on
Christmas Eve, 1921.

Internal construction continued for several years and the Palm Theatre burned to the ground in May, 1928. In early 1931 a modest
railroad employee, Martin Muth, purchased this Hook & Hastings instrument from a theatre in Fort William, Ontario. Muth donated
the organ to his own Holy Ghost Parish, and paid for its relocation and installation. This is a self-contained organ, with hand-operated
bellows, so this process was a bit simpler than you might expect. A group dedicatory recital was held in November, 1931, and the organ
was first used for Mass that same Christmas.

During the 1960s, the parish name was officially changed to Holy Spirit, but the music has only been interrupted by new construction
or organ repairs. In 10 years, this Hook will have been providing church services and recitals to Two Harbors for 100 years.
Meanwhile, this coming December, Holy Spirit Parish itself will celebrate 100 years of being in the same church building. 

Some of you know this has been my favorite pipe organ in our region for the past 25 years. The outstanding Hook & Hastings’ quality
of making metal pipes took place before 2 World Wars had sequestered the best metal for battleships, fighter jets, tanks, and bombs.
The Open Diapason alone is worth visiting Two Harbors to play English Voluntaries or basic German literature. Of course, this is a
mechanical organ, except that over the years electric blowers have replaced the young acolytes. To my awareness, this is the most
physically demanding organ in our region. Your fingers and forearms will remind you that you have been seriously engaged after
you’ve spent a couple of hours at the console.

The Swell stops are under expression in the center of the pipe chamber. The Great stops, including the façade, simply speak for
themselves. The flavor of the entire organ is quite German - clear speaking, minimal ‘string’ texture, though only one reed, a Fagottto
on the upper manual. It’s meant for gentle solo lines, though it can be heard when coupled to the Great. The Clarabella flute on the
Great is sweet and filled with overtones. As is typical of these smaller organs, independent Pedal stops are minimal. The couplers are
invaluable for gaining Pedal support. If you have never played this organ, contact Rosemary Guiney and make arrangements. Now a
“Historic” Minnesota organ, it’s in quite fine shape and looking forward to some needed refurbishing in the coming year. If you can,
consider sending a check to Holy Spirit, Two Harbors, for help in this wonderful renovation plan. Rosemary Guiney and Samuel Black
will share some exquisite Lemmens and Rheinberger in the upcoming recording.

 

A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
Hook & Hastings, 1883, Holy Spirit Catholic Church, Two Harbors, MN

                                               

"Where words fail, music speaks", Hans Christian Andersen



FROM THE EDITOR
Rosemary Guiney

May is here and this month has Sam Black and myself playing the Hook &
Hastings pipe organ for the ORGAN-ic series. This, as you may know, is the
organ in my parish.  Since I consider myself a beginner organist, it was quite a
treat to hear Sam practice and to listen to the final recording. His appreciation
for the Hook & Hastings was very clear.  I found it comforting, in a way, to learn
someone cares about that instrument as much as I do.  My hope is that there will
always be someone who cherishes it and plays it.  

In June, we will pause publishing of the Windworks newsletter with publications
picking up again next September.  If you have any ideas or suggestions about the
newsletter over the course of the next 3 months, it would be a great time to
review and entertain those thoughts.  Send an email to me at:
rosemary.guiney@duluthcatholic.org with your ideas.  I, too, will be thinking of
ideas on ways to improve the format, content, gain a wider audience, etc. over
the next few months.  Have a wonderful summer!

Pax Tibi,

Rosemary
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